
IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURTFOR THE MIDDLE DISTRICT
OF NORTH CAROLINA

STUDE,NTS FOR FAIR ADMISSIONS,
INC.,

Plaintiff,

V C,,\SE NO. 1:14-CV-954

UNIVERSITY OF' NORTH CAROLINA
et al.,

Defendants

ORDER

Before the court ate Plaintifls Motions to Compel Production of Applicant Data pocket

Ettt"y 83) and to Compel Documents and Data Regarding Student preparedness and performance

@ocket Ettt"y 86). For the reasons stated herein, the Cour will grant plaintifps Motion to Compel

Production of ,{pplicant Data (Docket Ent"y 83), and will deny plaintiffs Motion to Compel

Production of Documents and Data Regarding Student Preparedness and performance (Docket

Entry 86.)

BACKGROUND

This case involves a Fourteenth ,{mendment dispute. (Docket Enrry 1 at 2.) plaintiff,

Students fot Fair Admissions, Inc. ("SFFA"), is an organizatson representing prospective and

current applicants to higher education institutions who believe they were unfai¡y denied admission

to these institutions. pocket Etttty 1 at 8.) One such applicant, a white male (.,r\pplicant,), was

clcnied adrnissions to the University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill ("UNC,) in the 2014 entering

class' Qd) SFF,'\ alleges that UNC unconstitutionally used race in its evaluation of Applicant,s

application in denying him admission. (Docket Errtty 'l at9.) More specifically, SFF-A claims that

)

)

)

)

)

)
)
)
)
)

)
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UNC's admissions policy and procedures violates the Equal protection Clause of the Fourteenrh

Âmendment because: (1) its use of race, color, and ethnicity is not narrowly tailored since applied as

more than just a "plus factot"; (2) uNC failed to study and apply avallal:lerace-neutral alternatives

to achieve its desired divetsity; and (3) even if divetsity is a compelling interest, rhe Supreme courr

should oveftule t'-i¡lteru. (Jniuersi4t ofrexat atAusÍin,13ó s.ct. 21gg Q016) to invalidate the use of
race in admissions. (Docket Errt y ,l at 1_4,56_60.)

sFF'{ has filed two motions to compel discovery of data to evaluate the uNC admissions

policy and procedure' The first motion to compel solicits applicant-level datal for the 2011-13

admissions cycles, and aggregate apphcant d,ata2 for the 2009-11 admissions cycles. (Docket Errt"y

84 at 1') UNC has alteady agreed to produce applicant-level data for the 2013-17 admissions cycles,

and has abeady provided sFtr { with aggregare applic ant d,ata from 201,1_17 . (d. at 2.)

The second motion to compel solicits student preparedness and performan ce data for the

201'1'-17 admissions cycles. (Docket E.,t y 87 at 1.) More specifically, SFFA solicits for production:

(1) data showing GPA's, graduation , and, retention rares across racial and ethnic groups; e) any

analysis of academic preparedness of uNC students by race or ethnicity (including those exploring

correlation between high school GPÂ and test scores-sAT or .,{cr-and academic performance

once at UNC); and (3) any documents showing tace and ethnicity of those students who

participated in the ',paper classes.,, Qd. at 1,_2)

1'{pplicant-level 
data, as defined duting the motion hearing, is anonymized..information aboutevery applicant [approximately thirty-thousand] in a given íá-i.rior,, cycle data,,,including over 100

fitj:,T:::*,ifu:"ncs rull app"licant rrle þ.g. rai., aczdenic quatifìcations, high school, erc.).- 
^ggregate 

apphcant data is accumulated applicant data "refTectini admissiorrr'qolüncadons . . .broken down by in-state vs. out-of-state, gJrider, ethnicity, athlete vs. non-athlete, and alumni vs.non-alumni[.]" (Docket Entry g4 at 2.)

2
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DISCUSSION

I. Standard of Review

-,{'s a genetal tule, Federal Rule 26þ) provides general provisions regarding the scope of
discovery:

Parties may obtain discovery regarding any non-privileged mamer that is relevant roany pafly's claim or.defense and proportional tothe.,ãed, of the case, considering
the impottance of the issues at stake in the action, the amount in controversy, theparties' relative access to rerevant informadon, the parties, resources, theimportance of the discovery in resolving the ir.r.r, and whether the burden orexpense of the proposed discovery orrmãigh, its likeiy benefìt. Information withinthis scope of discovery need not bå admissible in evidáce to be discoverable.

FED' R' cIV' P' 26(bX1)' Discovery tules are to be accorded broad and liberal consrrucdon. J.ee

Herbert u' I-'ando' 441 u.s' 153, 177 (1,979); Hickman u. Ta1/or, 329 u.s. 4g5, s07 (1947). civil flghts

cases particulady entitle Plaintiffs to broad discovery so that suits may be resolved by uuth . see

Iwofe u' Green, 257 F'R'D . 1'09, 112 (s.D.!ø.va. .Apr. 2, 2009) ("The great weight of the policy in

favot of discovery in civil rþhts actions supplements the normal presumption in favorof broad

discovery[']"); t'-loren u. ll/hittington, 21,7 F.R.D. 38g, 3g1(S.D.'üØ.Va. oct. 2, 2003) (recognizing ..rhe

important federal interests in broad discovery and truth seeking as well as the interest in vindicating

important federal substantive policy . . . .,).

Nevertheless, disftict courts have broad discretion in managing discovery, including whether

to gfant or deny a motion to compel - Lone star steøkhou¡e dv saloon, Inc. u. Aþha of virginia, Inc., 43

F'3d 922' 929 (4th cir' 1'gg5) (asserting disuict court's "substanrial discretion in managing

discovery" by denying Defendant's motion to compel where Defendant "had adequate opportunity

to complete discovery" yet unjustifìably failed to do so); Erdmann u. preferred Research, Ircc. of Georgia,

852 tr'2d 788, 792 (4th Cir' 1988)' Rule 26þ)(1) further directs that discretion by requiring the
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cout to limit discovery to information that is relevant and proportional to the undedying claim.

F'ED'R'CIV'P' 26þ) (1); ve Darancl u. Charles, 201,7 wL 2838286, ar *1 (I4.D.N.C. June 30, 2017)

(clarifying that relevancy "involves a determination of how substantively the information requested

bears on the issues to be ffied." (quoting Mi//¡ u. Ea$ Galf coal prçaration co., LLC,25g F,.R.D. 11g,

131 (S'D'ìø'Ya'2009));Webbu.GreenTreeSeruicingLLC,201.2wL3l3g551.,^tx3-*s(D.Md.July27,

2012) (finding information sought as minimally relevant since "focus[ed] on transactions other than

those at issue", leading to denial of the morion to compel) ; kgfield Auiation, LLC u. þon Auiation,

Inc''No' 1:11CY274,201,2 wL 3095332, at x3 (À4.D.N.C. July 30,201,2) (compelling defendant to

provide documentation "which relates to the parties'dispute under the [a]greement,).

Additionally, the party resisting discoverry "bears the burden of persuasion .,, E.E.g.C. u.

Dolgencorp, 2011 wL 1260241, 
^t 

*1,1 
G\4.D.N.C. Mar. 3'1, 2011). That includes ,.where the resisting

party asserts that the discovery is imelevant." (Jniîed Oil C0., Inc. a. part¡ A¡sots., Int, 227 F.R.D. 404,

411 (D'Md ' 2005); Soli¡ u. F-ood Emp'rs I¿tborRelation¡ Ats'n, 644 tr.3d,221,232 (4th Cu.2011) (.Elh.
p^tty claiming the protection bears the burden of demonsrating the applicability of the work

product docrine').

Finally, discovery of information predating the cause of action may be admissible since it

"may be relevant to establish a pattern or practice of discrimination.,, þoch u. Anhea¡er-Bu¡ch

companie¡ Inc., 1,64 F"R.D. 62, 67 (E,.D.Mo. 1gg5) (citing phillip u. 1,NR r-reight sts., Inc., gs4 tr.2d

1054, 1056 (Stt' Clr. 1'991)); EEOC u. Whitin Mach. Works, lnc.,635 F.2d 1095,1096 n.3 (4th Cir.

1980) (allowing discovety of ten years of employment hisrory to "derermine whether any discernible

pattefn existed.'); united stum u. Jacksonuille Terminal co., 451 F.2d 41g,441, (Sth ch. 1,g71) (allowing
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discovery into "proof of relevant antecedents influencing or explaining best practices,,, asserting

that 'Justice would surely be blind" if "fd]eprived of an historical overview,).

For a Plaintiffs motions to compel to succeed, the data sought must be both relevant to the

Plaintiffs chims and also "proportional to the needs of the case." FED. R. CIV. p. 26þX1). The

needs of the case are illustrated through the standard of review used to evaluate the constitutionality

of undergraduate admissions policies that utthze face as a factor. see lnebb,2012wL 31,3g551,, at

x3-x5; Floren,217 F.R.D. at391-92 (clarifying the standard of review-local governmenr liability for

damages-against which the merits of the motion to compel were to be measured).

In finding constitutional the admissions process at the University of Texas at Austin

("UTA"), Fi¡heru. Uniuerci4t ofTexas atAuttin,136 S.Ct. 51'l e016) ("t'-isherII') notonly upheld as

constitutional tace-conscious admissions procedures, but also reaffìrmed the policy,s limitations as

defined I>y Regenfi of uniu. of ca/. V. Ba,ëke,438 u.S. 265 (1,g7g), Gratqu. Bollinger,53g u.s.244

Q003)' Grwtter u' Bollinger,539 U.S. 306 Q003), and others. rX/e adopt rhe controlling principals

afftmed in F-i¡her II as the standard of teview against which the relevancy and proportionality of the

data solicited is to be measured in the instant action.

þ-i¡her II provides the most recent relevant example of the data used to evaluate a university,s

admissions process. In þ-i¡herII, the Supreme Cour ultimately held UT,{.'s admissions process as

constitutional because (1) UTA had a compelling interest in using tace a,s a factor, and, e)its use of

race was narowly tailored to UTA's admissions goals. þ-isber II, 1,36 S.Ct. at 2214. The Court

referred to UTÂ's proceclures, several studies, and other admissions d,ata in evaluating the

constitutionahty of UTÂ's admissions process. First, the Court reviewed UTA's admissions process

to evaluate whether its use of race was appropriately narrowly tailored. Id. at2207. Second, the
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Court acknowledged the studies UTA completed in evaluation of its admissions policy . Id. at 220s-

06,2211,,221'3. Third, the Court referenced demographic and anecdotal data provided by UTA. Id.

^t 
221'2 (noting that "only 21 percent of undergradtate classes with fìve or more students in them

had more than one -{frican-r{.merican student enrolled.,).

The data referenced by the Fi¡lterlI Court is additionally relevant for our purposes for two

reasons' First, the Cout did not mention enrolled student performance. Instead, the Court

focused generally on UTÂ's evidence of the enrolled student demographics, which was sufficient to

determine whether UTA's admissions procedures satisfìed its admissions goals. Second, enrolled

student demographics are an aggregate-level statistic, thus suggesting-albeit not conclusively

declaring-that applicant-level data was not required for the Court to make its determination (e.g.

consistent stagnation in percentage of enrolled URM's is obtainable from aggregate data).

II. Analysis

With the example of UTA's admissions procedure in mind, we now proceed to evaluate

whether the discovery StrFA seeks to compel is sufficiently relevant and proportional to the needs

of resolving sFFA',s claims against uNC. FED. R. cIV. P. 26þx1). More specifìcally, the evidence

sought must relate to evaluating one of the following: (1) whether UNC's admissions policy and

goals ptovide a compelling interest justifying the use of tace in their admissions procedure; or e)

whether UNC's ptocedure is narrowly tailored to their admissions policy and goals, as demonslated

by evaluati"g (i) whether the ptocedure quantifies race, (ü) whether UNC made "good faith,, in

exploring race-neutral alternatlves, and (üi) whether their current race-conscious procedure is

justifìed in light of their "good faith" efforts. F-isher 11,136 s.ct. at 220g.
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A. Individual Applicanr Lever Data and Aggre gateData

Hete, SFFA seeks an ordet to compel UNC to produce applicant-level data for the 2011-12

and 2012-13 admissions cycles along with aggre gate data for the 2009-'11 admissions cycles. SF'FA

does not contend that divetsity in a student body is a compelling stare interest. Indeed, StrF,A

consents that "[i]n the educational setting, 'diversity' is the only interest the Supreme Court has

found compelling." (Docket Enrry 1 at 2)

Instead, SFFA first seeks to compel the discovery of uNC applicant-level and aggregare

admissions data to demonstrate that: (a) from 2013 to presenr, the UNC admissions procedure

gives a "racial preference for each underrepresented minority student... [that] is so large thatr^ce

becomes the 'defìning feature of his or her application"', thereby failing rhe narrowly tailored

standard, (id' at 4) (quoting Grutter,539 u.S. at 337); and þ) such practice unconstitutionally

prevented Applicant from gaining admissions ro UNC, (Docket Ent y 1 at g.) UNC primadly

contends that the information provided thus far is sufficien t for analysis purposes, and that the

effots required to produce the solicite d datawould be unduly burdensome. (Docket Errt y g5 at 1.)

This Court finds that both sets of data requested are relevant to the inquiry, would assist in

establishing UNC's pattern of admissions practice, and would not cause a significant undue burden

on UNC to produce. F'irst, aggregate data is relevant as exemplified by þ-i¡herId rendering the

aggregate data SFF,A seeks as televant. Id. at 2212. The applicanr-level data is the base data ftom

which the aggregate data is constructed, enabling a more detailed analysis of the aggregate data.

Therefote, while þ-i¡her II does not explicitly acknowled ge any resulrs or the utility of applicant-level

type data, it is suffìciently related to aggregate dataro render it relevant to SFFA,s analysis.
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Second, both data sets dating four years prior to Applicant's denied admission in the 201,3-

14 admissions cycle would establish 
^ 

p^ttetn of how UNC treated students from those admissions

cycles' Any potential violations prior to the 2013-1,4 admissions cycle arerelevant in determining

how UNC handled Applicant's application. See Moreno Naera a. DHL Global F-orwarding 272F.R.D.

50, 59 (D'P'R' Jan' 1'4,201'1) ("[Supervisor's] personnel {ìle, performance evaluarions and instances

of disciplinemz,y be relevantin establishing a patrern of behavior. .. Â.s such, his personnel file is

relevant and inust be tutned ovet."); ¡ee al¡o Moffis u. I-owe'¡ Home Centers, \nc.,2012 WL 5347g26, at

*6 (44'D'N'C' Oct' 26, 2012) ("Evidence of other lawsuits is typically only relevant if those lawsuits

involve similat claims and can be used to establish a patternor habit or routine practice.,).3

Third, UNC's claim that ptoducing such information would cause an undue burden is

unpersuasive' The format of the data SFF,,\ solicits is not readily discernable from the data

produced by UNC thus far, nor is it available in the online sources UNC sites. (Docket Entry g9 at

10-11); @ocket Etttty 92 at 9-10.) ,{.dditionally, the data is relevanr and necessaqr 
^spreviously

stated' Futthermore, at the headng of this motion, uNC was unable to quantify or clarify rhe acrual

resources, time, money, or labor required to ptoduce such informadon. Given the broad scope of

discovery fot civil action suits, uNC's inability to cladfy the supposed burden fails to outweigh the

established relevance and necessity of the data. Sæ Capitøl one Bank (USA) N,A. u. Hex Kennedlt

Chartered, Ll-C,200s $7L 4467160, 
^t 

*4 (E.D.Va. Sept. 30, 2008) (denying defendant,s burden

argument where defendant failed to provide "any specific information on the amount of projected

3 Here' UNC would not be required to provide eight years of dataunder the SFFÂ,s interpretation
of the Fisher II tultng. (Docket Entry 84 at 11, ßt Instead, uNC is required to provide enough
data to "scrutinize the faimess of ¡UÑC'q admissíons progi^^", F'i¡her 11,136 S.Ct. at 221,4. For the
reasons herein, this Court has determined that the soliiiteã data is sufficient to achieve that purpose.
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hours or effot it would tequire to obtain the information, not any specific details on the costs

involved.').

B. Student Preparedness and performan ce Data

SF'FA also seeks an order to compel UNC to produce rhe following: (1) d,ata showing

GPA's, graduation, and retention tates across racial and ethnic groups; e) uny analysis of academic

prepatedness of UNC students by tace or ethnicity (including those exploring the corelation

between high school GPA and test scores-SÂT or ,{,CT-and academic perfotmance once ar

UNC); and (3) any documents showing race and ethnicity of those students who participated in the

"paper classes." (Docket Ent y 87 at 1,-2.) For the following reasons, this Court orders denial of

this motion to compel in its entirety.

SFFA seeks this data "to explore . . . whether UNC's use of race in the admissions process

results in the admission of underrepresented minority ("URM") studentsa who struggle academically

because they ate unprepared or underprepared for the academic rþors of UNC.,, Qd. at 2.) More

specifically, SFF,A. seeks "to demonsttate that UNC's admission of URM students with lower

academic qualiûcations causes or otherwise contributes to the lower academic petformance, and

retention fates' and gtaduation rates for those very students." (Icl. at 3.) ,{dditionally, SFFA assefts

that the "papet classes" are further evidence of UNC's on-campus efforts to accommodate the

"under-prepated students who were performing poody academically." (Docket Entry 9g at 9.)

This solicited data is outside the scope of discovery because (i) it is not relevant or

ptoportional to the needs of SFFA's claim, (ü) none of the cases referenced by the parties require

such data, and (üi) it is inapposite to the core responsibilities of UNC's admissions department.

t UNC uses URM to refer to students who identify as African-American, Hispanic or Latino, or Native
Amedcan. Asian ,{.mericans are not included in thir group. .1¿¿ Docket nntry'aZ at 2, n.1..
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First, SFF-A.'s claim challenges UNC's admissions process and its unequal treatment of the

Applicant' The discovery must therefore be targeted to determine if the Applicant was treated

unequally in the admissions process. P-isher II, 136 S.Ct. at 2210. Here, that necessarily means

reviewing Applicant's application against other admitted students at the time of the decision-not

enrolled student performance. Moreover, neither UTA's nor UNC's admissions procedure calls for

such a consideration.

Second, þ-i¡her II and its progeny do not support SFFA's contention that post-admissions

student performance data is relevant. None of the cases cited by either party reference, cite, or even

acknowledge student perfotmance, retention rates, or graduation rates. Instead, these cases

teference datarcgarding admitted student demographics. See t'-isherII,136 S.Ct. 
^t2212.

Lastly, UNC's core responsibilities, as detailed in its Policy on Undergraduate Admissions,

acknowledges "satisfactory evidence of scholastic promise" as one of several evaluation ctiteria that

is to be "gleaned from the applicant's academic record, recommendations, test scores, application,

and predictedJirsQearþeryforvtance." pocket Enrry 88, Exh. B at UNC009742S) (emphasis added).

UNC's Undergraduate Retention Study addresses how to improve fìrst-year performance

predictions. (d. at UNC009742s-41); Q)ocket E.rt"y 88, Exh. A.) Fi¡herII recognizes such studies

as evidence of the "good faith effort" made in the constitutionally-required "ongoing obligation to

engage in constant deliberation and continued reflection regarding its admissions policies.,, See

F-isher II, 1'36 S.Ct. at 2215. But nowhere in UNC's admissions policy do they reference post-

admissions student performance as a metric in evaluating their admissions policy, and as we have

seen, Fisherll does not requite such data. Thus, the Court finds this information not relevant to the

SFFA's claims. FED. R. CIV. P. 26(bX1).
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SFF,\ also seeks documents showing race and ethnicity of the "paper clâss" students.

(Docket Et tty 87 at 1'.) For many of the same reasons that the post-admissions performance data is

denied, so too is data pertaining to the "papet clâss" students. The "paper classes" was a post-

admissions performance issue, which previous analysis illustrares is not relevant. Additionally, it is

outside the scope of the responsibilities and guidelines of UNC admissions. Therefore, rhis

information is also outside the scope of discove rable data and is denied.

CONCLUSION

For the reasons set forth herein, IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that Plaintiffs Motion to

Compel Ptoduction of Applicant Data (Docket Ent"y 83) is GRANTED, whereas plaintiffs

Motion to Compel Production of Documents and Data Regarding Student Preparedness and

Performance (Docket Enry 86) is DENIED.

Joe L. SØebster

United States Magistate Judge

August 09,201,7
Dutham, North Carolina
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